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° ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the importance of-helping

college composition students:to become stylistically competent and
cites a study that examined the essays-of 32 college students anl 27
skilled adult writers. T-unit measurements revealed that there is
little difference between the groups in-the number of clauses per
T-unit, but the skin: .-writers used more words per T-unit than did
the student writers-._ To further analyze this difference in T-unit
lengthe measurements were taken of words infree modifiers"--those

.nonrestrictive modifiers occurring tefore, within, or after the wain
clause and set off by punctilation. These measurements revealed that
almost all differences in T-unit length result from an increasing
number of words in tree modifiers. Moreover, the students tended to
place free moaffiers before the main clause, while skilled writers
used free modifiers mbre often within and.after-ihe main .claVre. The

--,,--paper_popcludes that, since research shows that syntactic maturity
correlates with writing quality, teachers should begin a college'`

writing course by emphasizing the development of syntactic skills.
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While 1was in graduate school, paying my dues as a graduate

teaching assistant, a professor of business administration once-

. told me that my Job as a teacher of' writing was to teach fr,pshmen,

hoW to spell and where to put their commas. I didn't have a.:

ready answer for him then, but I did know that most of the istudent

papers-1 received would still have been mediocre even with flawless.

spelling and uniform punctuation. Most of my ideas on writing have

changed since then, but that imoresaion has changed very little.

Certainly, gross errors in spelling, punctuation, and usage

are the ones that leap off the page at you:the ones quoted in

Newsweek and other periodicals to show how poorly the students

really do write these days. But if we have only to teach Johnny.

to,spell,and punctuate in conformity with the dictates of edited

English, our jobs would be. downright cushy. 'We could hand him a

style sheet and a dictionary-on the first day of class, wire him

with electrodes, and shock him every time he made a mistake.
O

I doubt if we can ever have this best of all possible worlds,

and even if we could, the common complaints of teachers point to

problems more extensive than the blemishes of spelling and
_,

punctuation: students write in "baby talk," they cannot express

themselves on paper, and -their essays lack depth and development,
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just to name a few. Any teacher who has taught composition knows

in essence how .the prose style of essays from a typical class of

college, freshmen differs -from essays written-by skilled adults.

For the most part, skilled writers use more specific description

4

and support than do college freshmen, their sentences are more varied,

their lexical resources broader, and their language moresensitive

to context.'
/

Th'ese qualities which we/prize so highly are, as we all know,

difficult to desc'ribe in more; exact terms and even More difficult

'I,

to teach. However, -there are a few.indices which describe
)

,
,

'
1

. .

i

competence in one cf the areas of stylistic achievement- 'thee level
f

of elaboration in sentencessfer what researchers call !,syntactic
.,

,
.

maturity.". The More usefullof these indices.are.products of the

=research of Kellogg W. Hunt Hunt discovered when he was analyzing

I

the prose of younger children that sentence length was not a

1

i

particularly reliable measurement of->tactic maturity because of

the problem of determining hat a sentence is,_especially in the

1

/

writing of younger children Hunt needed Ari objective,unit which
.

. .
/

was dependent upon the grammatical skills of the .yriter, not his or

her facility for punctuating consistently.
,

For this purpose, he developed the concept of the 1.q-unit,"

whicheliminates,theneedof,areseercher to determipe punctuation.
I

A T-unit is comprised of a main clause and all full or reduced clauses
0'1

full, or

within it; in other words, a T -unit is any/ construction
.

1

which could correctly be punctuated as a sentencesiIbut not necessarily

is a sentence, without fragments or other, debris 1 ft over.
2

Hunt

r

4



measured the prose of 4th, 8th, and 12th graders, as well as essays

in Harpers and The Atl__ antic, and found a steady growth through the__-,_-

grades in the number of words per T-unit and-the average clause_

length. 3

HUNT'S SYNOPSIS OF CLAUSE AND T-UNIT GROWTH

Words Clauses Words
per per per

ClaUse T-Unit T-unit

Grade 4 6.6 1.30

,Grade 8 8.1. 1.42

Grade 12 8.6 1.68
-0

Skilled 1.74
Adults-

0

---8.6
O

11.5

14.4

20.3

Similar measurements were taken from 32 college students

beginning freshman composition at the University of North Dakota

by means- of an in-class essay on a narrative descriptive topic

an&contrasted to the prose be twenty-seven skilled adult writers
-

offered to the students as models.
4

'These essays are included in

Donald Hall and D.L. Emblem's' A Writer's Reader, a collection .

'which exhibits a wide variety of contemporary styles and classifies .

essays by type, thup'providing a way of comparing similar modes of

-writing. The mean scores, for the college freshmen and the authors

in the Hall - Emblem anthology are quite close to Hunt's norms,

partiOlarly in clause length which Hunt .found to be the most

important index,ofsyntactic growth among 'older wtite.rs.5

.
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CLAUSE AND T-UNIT LENGTH 'IN FRESHMEN AND ANTHOLOGIZED WRITERS
.

Words -Clauses -Wards --
per per per

-_, Claude, T-unit , T -unit 4

Cdllege-
Freshmen 8.9 1.6.2 - 14.5

Hall-Emblem 11:3 ,.67 18.9,
Writers

These figures, howeVer, tell us little that we don't know ,

alr6ady., that the sentences of 'skilled Iatilts are more elaborate

than those ,of students beginning a freshman composition class.

A third index, the number of clauses per T-unit or the subordination-
.

ratio, gives some -insight into the difference in Trunit length

between college StUdents and skilled adults. -:The subordination ratio

of the coilefreshmeil is .1.62, slightly below Hunt's mean for

12th graders, but somewhat surprisingly, the subordination ratio

of the Hall-Emblerri -writers is` also slightly below Huhic Mean for
6-

..12th graders., The mean for the narrative and descriptive essays

in the Hal177Eniblem- anthology, 1..55 clauses per T-unit even

loWer than the student mean. Thus, we. can rule out the pos.-Ability

of additional subordinate clauses producing the difference in T-unit

length, between the student writers and the Hail- Emblem authors.

Another set' of--meau' rements-devised 'by the late Francis

Christensen was taken to learn more about the growth in T4'unit

lengt106etween college students and skilled adults. The most

important of ,tIk'ses 'indices is the percentage of total words occurring

in what Christensen called "free modifiers," any element coming

5
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before the main .clauSe and elements embedded within or after the

ain'clause set off by commas, dashesr or parentheaes.
7

In
-

grammatical terms, free' modifiers ere nonrestrictive modifiers,
x, t

.bonsisting primarily of absolutes, appositives,Tarticipial, °.
1

4
0

'infinitival andagdjective phrases, and certain types of subordinate
.

,

clauses, relative clausei; and prepositional-phrases. Free modffier's

\ .

are not defined es precisely as Hunt's T-unit--for one thing, free;
\\ .

,

.modifiers are to some extent dependent upon punctqation--but'the
,. .

.
. .

, .

°label does conveniently group several constructions frequentlyconstructions
. _

found in the prose of skilled writers.

For the essays in the Hall-Emblbm anthology which I measured,

the mean percentage of total words occurring in free modifiers is

29.4; for the student essays the perdentage is 16.1. Only 3 of

the 27 ess0s in the Hall-Emblem anthology have less than twenty

percent of the total words in free* modifiers; only 9 of the 32
6

. -

student essays have more than twenty percent, just 2 have more than,

twenty-five percent.

PLACEMENT'AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WORDS IN FREE MODIFIERS

Mean % of % in . % in %'in
Total Words Initial. Medial Final
in Free Position Position Position
Modifiers

College
A

'reshmen 16.1 73.2 11,.9 21.9

Hal1=Emhlem.
Writers 29.4 30.0 16..2 53.8

0,-

"Sr
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Nearly all the difference in T-unit length between the

anthologized writers'. and the student writers is' a result of an

.

increase in the number of words in free modifiers. Excluding

free modifiers, the mean of the essays in the Hall-Em1336Th antholOgy

is 12.4 words per T-unit, very close to the student mean excluding

free modifiers of -x:2-,2.. words. When the total Amber of words in

ff'ee modifiers is btoken down into three categories, elements

before the main clause,, elements embedded_ ithin t he main clause,

and 'elements following the main clause, anophet interesting
*

contrast between the student'essays and theHall-Emblem7essays

becomes apparent. The students display an overwhelming tendency to

use. free modifiers before the main clause--almos; seventy-five,

percent of the words in free modifiers appear initially. A very

=, different trend occurs in the Hall - Emblem essays, where over half

the total words in free modifiers are placed at the end. The

ilarrativ.e_and"deScriptiveessays7in_the Hall-Emblem anthology_ are

even more heavily righted toward Placing free modifiers in final`

position%

Percentages in indiVidual essays i&lustrate this tendency even

more emphatically. Only 3 of the 47 essays measured in the Hall-
*

-47

-Emblem anthology have more words in initial free modifiers than ih-
, #,J

. final, but 27 of the 32 student essays have more words in initial

position thah it -final. 'Ten students place free modifiers only

in initial position, another'ten have more than sixty percent of
. r ..-

..:,,
,,,

words iii- free modifiers before the main clause. 4.Tutt 13 of the 32

student essays haany
.
medial modifprs*---fn contrast, every essay

'measured in the Hall-Emblem anthCIOZhas free modifiers in medial

,
.

>

,...--' .
..----

O O
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and final position; only one essay places the'tajority of Words in

_free modifiers before the main clause.

Eiamles of dangling and misplaced modifiers _in student papers

suggest a compUlsion to put these elements before the main ,clause.
0

One such instance reads: '"Dan had the look of a jrberjack. With

a red. pldid shirt, broad shoulders, and a bushy moustache, you could

tell he had been around." Clearly, 0with a red plaid shirt, broad_

shoulders, and a buthy'moust;.che" belongs at the end ofthe first

sentence and not 0.t the beginning of the second. _It's possible that

the student mispunctuated the two sentences, but the evidence points

to a strong preference in student writing for placing free modifiers

before the main clause.

Part of the process of becoming a skilled writer 16 gaining

the ability to embed sentences in a variety of ways and to manipulate

conStructions, such As absolutes, rarely used in speech. We can

assume that most 'writers have learned these skills through reading

and through practice., but in the limited class time of a college

writing course, we can hardly trust simple exposure to good writing

to produce a significant improvement it our students. Two-thirds of

of the.students whose essays I.analyzed will never approximate the

prose of skilled writers no matter how :well the-students spell
,

\and punctuate because their syntactic repertoire
_

is limited to'a
A... *- __

s
. ,

handful of options. Recent,research has successfully correlated an

increase in syntactic maturity with an increase in the overall

8quality of student essays on both the secondary and college levels.

VDr me, this is more than sufficient justification to begin a college
,res.

writing course with.emphasis on the development of syntactic skills.
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A_syriopsTs 0P ESSAYS PCLUDED IN A WRITER'S READER .,. ,

, % %

a

. : . - .

i - Words
. _

.,
1 per, ,

t lause
.

I

_

Desci
'

-

Dillard
4 13.1

Wool: 15.3--

B dgdanovich
8.5

i

Berry 10.7
1

E.B.,White 10.9

Narrative

Parl ish

Angplou

Mailer

Ephron ti

W. White

Autobiographical

Conrioy

-Wright

Exlir

Hellman

Momaday

.4

10.0

10.5

9.0

11.'4

8.7

9.7

1 806'

10.9:

arrative-Descriptive
Group Mean

t

,

a.uses': Words
Iper per
runit.,17.unit

1

. .

n.1% in% of- in% eg

words init. me . final
in'f.m.

- t
. . -.

'','

1.3 17.7 28.0

.0

,

34.2 ''. i6. 1145.1
i 3.

: I

, .

6 25.1 42.6
L %

9.4 .15:9 r..7.

1 7,. ' 14.5 39.7 4.0: 4.4 7.61.

1 3 , 13..6 . -35.2 2 .2 , :16.7 .4.A

31.7. 1 .9 4.31 77 8.1. 9
le k

20.8

1.1

I.
;v... ..,..---

,.
14.0 /1

1 ' i 18.3

1. :18.3 1 '39 6 41.

I

1. '15.3 27.1 76
I s..

.1.8 20.5 15., 17.5

'8 6 : 19.4 33Y9

9257 25.

1.J 20.8

1.5 13.3

1.8

1.8 ;5.5\

1.1 ' 11.9

11811. 2

55L7

20.115

571

29.-2:. '4 7 166.1 .

2. 46.1. 23 1\ 30.8

, 40.5 26.1 8 0 \65.9,

'24.8 0 15 0 ,85.0

23..91 .50.0 8.3 141.)1



Words Claules Words %P,of % in % in % in
" ,,fper , per per words init. med. final

Clause T-unit "T-unit inf.m.
40

'Expository
-. %..

' 27.9' 44.6 _5.8 49,6

23.5 38.2. 20:6 41.2

44.2. '18.5 3.5 78.0

39.8-11 23:9 8;8 67.3

lawrence 9.7 1.3: -12.4 26.2
,

27.1 3.7 69.2

LisoA 11.7 1.6 .19.1 31.2 29.8 29.0 41.2

1
.

Warren
.

13.3 1.0 11:7' 27.1 42:0 .18:7 39.3
.

-rBlelbtreu

Breslin
4

Thomas
.
.

'..Axthelm

10.6

10.6

_ __..12...9__

, 13.8

1,6

1.6

--1.8

1.2

17,.3

17.2

23.8

16.7 .

A gumentative

. Frieder berg 10.1

O

3.0; 30.4 '28:3. 24.0. 14.9. 61.2

Pirsig 7.4 1.7 12.8 12.7. 17.3 46.2 36.5'-

Mead 13.9 2.4. 133.1 37:2 40.6 50.0 9.4

Berton 16.8 2.1' 22.7 23.0 16.0 40:4 43.6

Tuchman 14.5 1.9 '27.1 38.1' 46..5 7.7 -45.8

8xpositprY-Argumentative
Group. Mean

\41

I

an, for , .e
1

11.6

.

1.87 21.2 29.9 10.7' 20.8 48.5

1Both Groups .

I

.

11.3 1.67 18.9 29.4 30.0 -16.2 53.8
c:`


